A Cook’s Tour
Food & Wine Adventures

Taste of Provence
A Food, Wine and Cultural Adventure
August 26-September 2 Les Mansion (Lacoste)

Accommodations:

Les Mansion is a private estate nestled amidst Cherry & Olive groves and vineyards, between the small towns of Lacoste and Bonnieux, about 45 minutes from Avignon and 75 minutes from Marseille. This lovely “Chateau” is exquisitely furnished. Each of the tastefully decorated rooms have modern private bathrooms. The kitchen showcases appliances and appointments of the highest European standards. The grounds have the feel of a 5-star private resort, with a world-class pool and terrace. One of the best features is the attentive staff that will cater to your needs, including same day complimentary laundry and pressing service. This is simply a stunningly magnificent place. The views from the terrace and dinner patio are as good as it gets anywhere in the world. This is not a hotel, it is an exquisite private estate with ‘over the top’ amenities. The week is limited to just 8 participants.

Highlights:
• Day trips to Avignon, St. Remy, Gordes, Rousillon & Bonnieux.
• Market visit with renowned chef Jean Jacques Prevot followed by a private cooking lesson in his restaurant kitchen in Cavillon. www.restaurant-prevot.com
• Hand’s on cooking with the famous Eric Sapet at his exquisite Le Petite Maison in Cucuron. www.lapetitemaisondecucuron.fr
• Lunch at the famous Bistrot Paradou, near Les Baux.
• Special dinners prepared and served by Chef Youcef Djeelab
• Two on site cooking lessons with Chef Youcef Djeelab.
• Wine tastings with a cross section Luberon and Chateauneuf du Pape wines.

Tour Includes:
• All ground transfers and excursions by private vans.
• Transfers from Avignon or Marseille from start and at conclusion of tour.
• Services of David Iverson as escort from “A Cook’s Tour” www.acookstour.com
• All scheduled activities from accompanying itinerary.
• Private bedrooms with private bath.
• Breakfast daily with fresh croissants and breads from the local Bollangerie.
• Four Lunches and Six Dinners, wine included.

Cost:
• $3350 double occupancy (3 superior rooms)
• $3125 double occupancy (1 standard room)
• Add $870 for single occupancy
What’s included:
- All scheduled activities and tours
- Wine with scheduled meals.
- Tips for scheduled group meals

What’s not included:
- Tips for Chateau Staff
- Items not listed above

Reservation:
- $500 per person, payable to A Cooks Tour, 221 214th Ave. NE, Sammamish, WA 98074 or call 425-557-9905 for credit card registration.